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Preface
This is a book I never thought I’d write. It’s a topic that,
for me, really came out of nowhere and seems to keep
growing on its own. It’s not something I was looking
for but seems to have found me. After getting to know
many credible first or second-hand witnesses over
the last twenty years, to what appear to be unidentifiable craft and beings, reviewing all the available
evidence, and attending countless conferences and
related events, I felt compelled to present this material.
Clearly and without a doubt, something unexplained
is going on in our skies and on the ground.
At one point in my life, this topic seemed like
something you’d be interested in as a teenager and
then grow out of as you grew up and became wiser.
Not anymore.
It’s important for me to mention that I didn’t seek
out any of the witnesses in this book: they’re nearly
all people who wanted to tell me their stories for lack
of anyone to talk to who would take them seriously.
It’s not their fault that they’ve witnessed something
for which our society has no explanation. But this
isn’t reason enough to leave them in an emotional
and psychological limbo at best. Rather than run away
from this mystery, and seek to discredit otherwise
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credible witnesses, we should be asking hard questions about what it all means. What exactly are they
experiencing?
And let me point out that the witnesses you’ll hear
from in the following pages are just the proverbial tip
of the iceberg. These just happen to be people I know
very well or spent a lot of time with. And I’m just one
person who wasn’t even particularly looking for this
information. How many others are there with similar
experiences who remain silent? You probably know
some yourself and aren’t even aware of it.
We’re fortunate that some of the witnesses here
granted me extensive, detailed, and astounding live
interviews. You can find these interviews on the Black
Swan Ghosts website. When I’ve put the video interview or additional material online, you’ll see a
notification at the end of the chapter, like this: [Video
available for this chapter]. Just go to the website link
BlackSwanGhosts.com/videos¹ and you’ll see the
video interview links.
Topics like this eventually need to be addressed,
or I’m convinced the people who’ve experienced this
type of phenomena will end up with unnecessary
psychological harm as will our entire national psyche.
But let me explain to you first how I got involved.
¹http://blackswanghosts.com/videos

Introduction
We must be bold and go hunting for the truth; even if
we do not come right up to it, at least we will get closer
to it than we are now.—Galen
In 1996, while listening to my local community
radio station, I heard about something called “remote viewing,” purportedly the ability of a person to
perceive non-local information about distant places,
people, and events. Also known as “anomalous cognition” and other names, because there is no obvious
explanation for how it worked, the U.S. military and
intelligence agencies funded what turned out to be a
twenty-year project to develop this faculty for intelligence gathering purposes. Several cadres of psychic
spies were trained to do remote viewing and use it
for operational purposes for many government agencies. This Special Access Program, or SAP as they’re
known, was declassified in 1995.
As they are known, the “remote viewers” did
work for numerous government law enforcement and
intelligence agencies for years. One of them, Joe McMoneagle, was even given a Legion of Merit award,
the highest peacetime award bestowed by the military, for over 200 remote viewing sessions that the
government asserted had yielded over 150 pieces of
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valuable intelligence information (Ed May, ESP Wars:
East and West). And he was only one of several highly
accurate viewers employed by the government. Some
of the other original viewers in the program, such
as Ingo Swann and Pat Price, did equally accurate
work so that it completely astonished the intelligence
community.
At the 2013 International Remote Viewing Conference, Christopher “Kit” Green, a retired high-ranking
official in the Central Intelligence Agency who backed
the remote viewing program, described how three
remote viewing sessions, done for him as tests, completely surprised him in their accuracy and precision.
One of these sessions involved the National Security
Agency facility in Sugar Grove, West Virginia, where
the two viewers at Stanford Research Institute, thousands of miles away, were able to not only describe the
building structures in great detail but also successfully
identify and name classified project codenames that
were physically locked in a secured safe.
Although I doubted that ordinary people had such
a skill, I decided to enroll in a week-long class in remote viewing in 1996, taught by Dr. Courtney Brown,
a political science professor at Emory University. To
my surprise and shock, it seemed like everyone in
the class, including myself, got positive results in just
a few days. Students seemed to be able to describe
pictures of events and locations that wouldn’t be
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shown to them until they had written down all their
perceptions. This completely upended my sense of
reality and disturbed my idea of what type of universe
we inhabit. I wasn’t prepared for remote viewing to
work that well. My graduate training in sociology
hadn’t prepared me for such a phenomenon to be real.
At best, the sociological theory I had learned would
have described it as an “urban legend” or “why do
people believe in weird things.” But here it was in front
of me, quite real and undeniable.
It seemed clear that the average person could
accurately describe a picture of their viewing “target”
or objective that they wouldn’t physically see until a
few minutes, hours, or days later. This event is known
in RV parlance as their “feedback.” Independent statistical analysis by Jessica Utts, as of this writing head of
the American Statistical Association, for the special
Congressional review board, concluded that remote
viewing was real. Participants got about 8 percent
more information correct than they would if they
guessed, and at a very high statistical significance or
confidence level.
Utts summarized: “Using the standards applied to
any other area of science, you have to conclude that
certain psychic phenomena, such as remote viewing,
have been well established. The results are not due to
chance or flaws in the experiments.”
Subsequent work by Dean Radin (author of En-
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tangled Minds, The Conscious Universe, Supernormal
and other instructive, comprehensive books on the
subject) and others have shown similar conclusions.

Social danger zones
Learning about natural human psychic perception led
me to have curiosity about other related topics like
UFOs, the possibility of ET life, crop circles, and life
after death. I wrote about some of these subjects in
my first book Opening Minds: A Journey of Extraordinary Encounters, Crop Circles, and Resonance in 2002.
Those topics continue to challenge me, even today, as
they do many other researchers.
At the time of publishing Opening Minds, I assumed the general public and the media would be
interested in new science topics like these. And the response has been terrific. But I’ve also encountered another countervailing phenomenon to opening minds:
staying stuck in older beliefs despite massive evidence
to the contrary. And even worse, an unwillingness to
look at the evidence or to look the other way.
It’s not just that people don’t want to look at new
evidence for “hard to believe” phenomena. I think it’s
much more than that.
Beginning with my experience at Farsight Institute, I’ve been approached by people who want to
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tell me their unusual stories and experiences, often
encounters with unidentifiable aerial vehicles and
their mysterious occupants. Yes, that’s what I said,
the occupants of these vehicles. And they often are
highly credible people, some with security clearances,
in whom we typically place a lot of responsibility:
astronauts, intelligence officers, and pilots. Some of
them have worked for NASA, the Defense Intelligence
Agency, the U.S. Air Force, defense contractors, various branches of the military, and ordinary people too,
who’ve just seen something they can’t explain.
It’s important to note that I haven’t sought any of
these witnesses; they all initiated contact with me or
are people I’ve known for some time.
And for me, they all have one thing in common:
they have no one to talk to about their experiences
of witnessing something different, something that
doesn’t easily fit into an idea of reality that we share.
If they disclose this information openly, they feel
subject to ridicule and disparagement. They’ve gone
silent either because of security clearances or fear or
just being afraid of seeming weird to their colleagues.
And yet, many are highly trained, credible people
who’ve told me of their experiences that defy anything you or I were ever taught to believe was real.
And they seem willing to talk to anyone who will
listen.
The question is: why don’t people feel comfortable
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talking about this subject? Why don’t they want to
listen? Why the immediate ridicule by our media
of these witnesses? In short, why is this topic so
threatening to our status quo?
I once heard former newspaper journalist and
author Jim Marrs refer to our reaction of disbelief
to challenging and hard-to-understand topics as our
mental “boggle point.” Once you reach the boggle
point, it’s hard to go any further because your mind
is like a rubber band: it snaps back to more familiar,
socially acceptable, and comfortable beliefs.
And so might be your reaction to the stories in this
book.
Most of the following witness accounts were unsolicited and came about naturally in conversation. In
some cases, I’d known these people for many years
before they told me these tales, almost like they had
to trust me enough before they opened up.
And some cases are not included in the book
because the witness felt that their encounter is still
so sensitive that there might be personal or national
security repercussions if they were mentioned here.
Perhaps I’ll be able to include these astounding stories
in a sequel.
Whether you want to call them UFOs, UAPs (Unidentified Aerial Phenomena) as presidential candidate
Hillary Clinton started to do, OWCs (off-world craft),
AVC (alien visitation craft), or ARVs (alien reproduc-
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tion vehicles) doesn’t matter: some seemingly select
group of people on our planet are having interactions
with something that is beyond imagination. I’ll share
some of their stories on the pages below. But the
main point is that we don’t even have the vocabulary
to describe what some of these people have experienced in many cases. And it’s beyond weird. And yet,
it shows up on radar, often has multiple witnesses,
leaves trace marks in the soil, and can sometimes
leave short and long-term physiological effects on the
witnesses. What are we collectively dealing with?
I honestly never imagined as a younger person
that the universe we live in contained such immediate
and direct strangeness. It was one thing to watch Carl
Sagan on TV tell us about our universe’s sheer magnitude and scope: but he never mentioned anything like
this.
And I also never imagined that the society we live
in is so compartmentalized, squelched, and silenced
that there’s virtually no serious discussion about this
critical topic. The mainstream media just completely
ignores it.
Whether you think extraterrestrials, interdimensionals, or fairy spirits are visiting us doesn’t matter.
It’s that individuals and groups, highly trained professionals in some cases, are having experiences that are
incredibly strange yet cannot be officially discussed.
Why?
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I think about this subject area as a Social Danger
Zone: because it’s scary to talk about and even more
frightening, in the long run, not to talk about. Either
way, from the point of view of our current social
milieu, you lose. Some, like political lobbyist Stephen
Bassett, organizer of the Citizen Hearing on Disclosure held at the National Press Club in Washington,
D.C., in 2013, say it’s like you’ve touched the electrified third rail on a train track: your career will just
end. So people who’ve witnessed this type of thing
have nowhere to go, no one to find support from, and
a society ready to ridicule, denigrate and harass them
at the very least. When you open up about this stuff,
you risk everything.
Is this a case of mass delusion? Not on the part
of the witnesses but by society for refusing to deal
with large groups of people who’ve said they’ve seen
something they can’t describe?
We’re told that we have a free press and media.
But where are they on this issue? Hillary Clinton was
the Democratic Party’s candidate and the clear winner
of the popular vote in the 2016 presidential election.
Her chief advisor, John Podesta, also a former advisor
to presidents Clinton and Obama, explicitly asked the
press to query her about the topic of UFOs. He hinted
that she knew something more about the subject. (She
did discuss it with Laurence Rockefeller in 1993-96
as part of a hidden presidential effort now known as
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the “Rockefeller Initiative”). Yet, for the most part, the
media won’t discuss it. Is it because they’ve been told
not to, by something or someone, or is there a deeper
reason? Are we all afraid to find out that the universe
we live in isn’t what we thought it was? Do we tacitly
want the press to remain silent and blame some “secret
government” instead?

Flatland
In 1882, Edwin A. Abbott wrote a book called Flatland:
An adventure in many dimensions, a parody of Victorian England and its quirks. The book is a fictional
piece about the world of two-dimensional creatures
who live on a flat surface and don’t believe in any
higher dimensions. Hence, there is no such thing as
a 3-D object to them. One day, one of them, “A
Square,” encounters a sphere moving through Flatland.
It talks to him and tells him about the 3rd dimension,
“Spaceland.” Surprised and incredulous, A Square tells
other people about his experience. He is subsequently
arrested, tried, and imprisoned for talking about his
experience with the sphere. And at the end of the book,
we find that the leaders of Flatland have known about
Sphereland all along but were afraid of the social
repercussions if the denizens of Flatland discovered
the truth.
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Are our leaders today all that different from Flatland’s who knew the truth but preferred to hide it?
In the following pages, I’ll look into the roots of
what we’re afraid to talk about and why it’s so important that we start the discussion now. The longer
we wait, the more the risk that we end up in a Social
Danger Zone: living in a reality that we don’t even
have the vocabulary to discuss and can’t even talk
about. And worse, because we’ve never talked about it,
we could all end up in collective shock where we don’t
even know where in the universe we are anymore. It
would be a sudden cultural dislocation of monumental
proportions.
It would take a lot to cause this type of shock.
Cortez and his group of fewer than one thousand men
were able to conquer millions of people in Central
Mexico partly because they thought he was the returning god Quetzequatl and ran away in terror from
him. So a lack of knowledge and misinterpretation of
evidence can be fatal in the long run. Are we that
different than the Central Mexicans of that time?
All of the witness stories contained here were
unsolicited by me. None of them were doing it for
publicity; they had no books or films to sell. I only
heard from these witnesses directly, in some cases
many years after I had known them. So I trust all the
witnesses in this book because, for the most part, I’ve
known all of them for a long time, and they permitted
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Chapter One—The
Robertson Panel
Only puny secrets need keeping. The biggest secrets
are kept by public incredulity. —Marshall McLuhan
In 1953, the Central Intelligence Agency appointed
a review board, now known as the Robertson Panel,
to review evidence from the U.S. Air Force about
the large numbers of flying discs that had been seen
by the military and the public since the late 1940’s.
The Panel looked at all the Air Force data, which
was itself somewhat biased towards diminishing the
phenomena. It concluded that while as much as 20
percent of the cases were unexplained and perhaps
unexplainable, the threat of mass panic justified a
psychological warfare campaign to dissuade the public from being interested in the phenomenon. The
Panel suspected that the Soviet Union could use the
situation to its advantage to destabilize the United
States.
There had been a plethora of sightings beginning
in the late 1940’s with sightings of pilot Kenneth
Arnold over Mt. Rainer. Then there was the Roswell
incident of 1947 with the military itself initially saying
it had recovered a flying disc and taken it to Roswell
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Army Air Field. Sightings in the early 1950’s culminated in anomalous objects being repeatedly seen over
the nation’s Capital in the summer of 1952. The public
was baffled, alarmed, and curious about all of it.
And an examination of internal documents shows
the U.S. Government’s intelligence agencies, the FBI
and CIA, and the Air Force weren’t sure what to make
of it all.
The Air Force conducted its internal studies with
contradictory conclusions. The first was known as
Project Sign with engineers and scientists at the Foreign Technology Division at Wright-Patterson issuing,
and individually signing off on, what was called the
“Estimate of the Situation.” They concluded these phenomena could be extraterrestrial in origin. There was
simply no other explanation that made sense.
However, top Air Force brass like General Vandenberg would not accept such an idea and ordered the
Air Force find other explanations for such enigmatic
phenomena. So another project was launched in 1949,
Project Grudge, to explain away as many UFOs as
possible as having more terrestrial explanations.
Sightings continued into the 1950’s, especially around
nuclear research and energy facilities, especially nuclear power plants. These were solid sightings often
with corroboration by Air Force pilots sent to chase
these objects away. Though they were named “Green
Fireballs” they took a variety of shapes.
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A favorite official explanation at the time was
that these objects were a new type Soviet missile
that could return to its launch base! Unfortunately,
apart from the lack of utility ever suggested for such
a technology, no evidence was ever found to support
such a conclusion.
Within the upper echelons of the U.S. Government, there was concern about mass panic and social
instability. So programs were created to ridicule the
whole subject and dissuade the public from being interested in the first place. Experts, like retired Colonel
Richard French, allegedly of Project Blue Book, were
instructed to tell individual phone callers that what
they had seen was “swamp gas.”
At the Citizen Hearing for Disclosure in 2013,
French apologized to us but said he was instructed
to tell every caller to Blue Book that what they had
seen was swamp gas. In every case, no matter what
the evidence. In fact, the swamp gas idea was an impromptu explanation that another Blue Book science
advisor, J. Allen Hynek, came up with during a press
conference about a case in Dexter, Michigan. Hynek
said he simply could not think of any other explanation at the time for the strange lights that witnesses
saw and later regretted he ever said it. Alternative
debunking strategies included saying the witnesses
had seen the planet Venus or flocks of birds, no matter
how laughable such explanations seemed.
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And this program of discrediting witness testimony has continued to this day although now it’s
done by the media also. After decades of such behavior towards witnesses, no matter how well-qualified
and no matter how much corroborating testimony exists, including air and ground radar data, the average
person doesn’t even know how to talk or think about
this subject with any degree of accuracy. The baby
has been thrown out with the bathwater. And, at least
seventy years ago, that was the intention. There was
a fear among our nation’s military and intelligence
community that such a phenomena could be used
by the Soviets, even if they had nothing to do with
it directly, to create mass panic during a military
conflict.
But to live with this degree of suppression of
information, after the Cold War has ended and major
hostilities have ceased, no longer seems acceptable.
It’s not acceptable because we supposedly live in a
Democratic Republic: a form of government that can
only survive with a free and open discussion of the
issues at hand. And the same goes for the media. If we
have one area of discourse shuttered and abandoned,
then this affects every other area of society and politics. And we end up with a system based mainly on
secrecy rather than openness. And democracies and
secrecy don’t go together very well in the long run.
Similarly, the entire basis of modern science is
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openness and transparency: especially to open and
free discussion of evidence. Without that, science
ceases to exist.
Later on, the Condon Committee from 1966 to
1968 was assembled at the University of Colorado
in Boulder to ostensibly do a review of all the evidence from the Air Force’s Project Blue Book and also
sightings from the national organizations NICAP and
APRO. Readers can look into this for themselves, but
the central figure in this effort was physicist Edward
Condon: a former director of the National Bureau of
Standards and victim of the McCarthy era for his interest in quantum mechanics. Condon admitted from the
beginning that he was biased against the UFO subject
and never had a security clearance to view the most
sensitive information. The Committee attempted to
explain away almost all of the unexplained Blue Book
sightings with the common hackneyed explanations
including weather balloons, swamp gas, etc. Due to
a lack of security clearances, they were completely
unaware of the recent UFO sightings over Malmstrom
Air Force Base. Malmstrom was home to ICBMs that
were taken offline several times by UFOs in 1967,
as revealed in an official report by Boeing: events
that also occurred many times throughout the United
States along the so-called “Northern Tier” SAC bases,
and later, other countries as well.
Let me repeat that: the people behind the most
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complete assessment of the subject, to the present,
were not allowed to look at the most serious evidence,
namely unexplained aerial phenomena over U.S. nuclear missile sites. Starting in 1967 at Malmstrom base
in Great Falls, Montana, entire flights of ICBM missiles were repeatedly shut down, first at Echo Flight,
and then at Oscar Flight by unexplained aerial objects
that defy explanation to this day. Similar incursions
were later reported in the 1960’s and 70’s at Minot,
North Dakota; Ellsworth, South Dakota; Cheyenne,
Wyoming; Loring Air Base in Maine; Wurtsmith in
Michigan; and others. Since these incursions, including the ones at Malmstrom, were officially marked
“classified” they were never part of any civilian UFO
investigation. These all had multiple military and
civilian witnesses as well as radar data that corroborated the sightings.
Readers can find out more with Robert Hastings
book UFOs and Nukes: Extraordinary Encounters and
Nuclear Weapons Sites, and recent video ”UFOs and
Nukes: The Secret Link Revealed.” Also the books of
Robert Salas, Faded Giant and Unidentified: The UFO
Phenomenon, who worked as a missile launch control
officer at Malmstrom in the 1960’s when these incidents happened. Also, the book The FBI-CIA-UFO Connection: Government UFO Secrets Revealed at Last!, by
former Naval scientist Bruce Maccabee.
A brief one-day Congressional Hearing on the
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subject featuring several witnesses, including Stanton
Friedman, in 1968 was the last official government
involvement in the issue.
Yet in 1969, General Carol Bolender issued a memo
stating that unexplained sightings that could affect
national security had been never part of the Blue Book
system and instead were reported to what is known as
JANAP-146 and Air Force Manual 55-11. The CIRVIS
system, as we’ll see below, was one such avenue for
these type of communications as was another called
OPREP-3. None of these files have ever been released
according to researcher Stanton Friedman (2016) or
Australian investigator Paul Dean.
More significantly, in a telephone conversation
ten years later, Bolender admitted to Friedman that
UFO cases that affected national security continued
to be investigated after Blue Book closed without the
public being aware of it.
So throughout the decades since the ‘50’s, the
publicly known cases were ridiculed and the really
good stuff was, and still is, classified out of public
view!
If this subject continues to be belittled, distorted,
and ignored, eventually those qualities will come to
manifest in every other area of the body politic, society, and the economy. The whole society gets dumbed
down, not just in this subject but in our ability to think
as a whole about any challenging subject.

Chapter
Seven—Peter:
Sighting of Object
and Humanoid,
Strange Phone Call,
and Mysterious UFO
Organization
During my visits to the U.K. for crop circle tours and
research, I came across a man named Peter in one of
the pubs near Beckhampton, a short distance from the
market town of Marlborough in Wiltshire. This pub is
so old that Charles Dickens is said to have visited it
many times on his way from London to the ancient
Roman town of Bath in the Southwest of Britain.
Peter is a jockey, small in stature but big in spirit.
I don’t remember when I first heard his story, but we
used to visit this pub on a crop circle tour led by Ron
Russell: one time, Peter was there sitting at the bar,
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and our group got started talking to him. He told us
the most riveting story of his night-time encounter
with an unexplained object, an unidentified being,
and a mysterious organization.
I’ve heard Peter recount this story many times
now, and he’s allowed me to video and tape-record
him talking about it. It’s been the same story for about
twenty years that he told me. I can tell you that Peter
believes it.
Here’s how Peter tells it:
He and a friend were walking over the downs near
Epsom in Surrey carrying a gold-embossed bust of a
Native American to put in storage. Peter had always
been interested in Native American culture since he
was young. It was about 11:20 PM and completely
dark. They had decided to take a shortcut over the
downs. The area was highly secluded.
As they crossed the deserted fields, Peter says he
saw a bluish light getting closer and closer. Then,
making a whirring sound, it started a vertical descent
to the hill closest to them, about a hundred yards
away. As it got closer to the ground, a bright blue light
flashed every five seconds, illuminating the disc’s
shape, with a blue haze around it, outlined in the
darkness.
It landed, and a door opened on the side after a
few minutes. Peter and his friend were frozen in their
tracks with excitement and fear. Having had some
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UFO sightings as a kid in his town, Peter was excited
and fascinated. His friend was petrified.
It turns out that in the 1960’s Peter had seen an
object hovering over his town, as had many other
residents. He said it had windows, and the occupants
were waving at him. He had always felt they were
friendly.
Now, he felt like they were returning for him, right
at this moment, to take him to the stars.
The door on the side of the craft opened, and a
very tall being in a skin-tight suit emerged and started
walking towards him and his friend. The being had a
small red flashlight or an object that emitted red light
in its left hand.
Peter wanted to walk towards the being, but his
friend had a panic attack and was trying frantically to
pull Peter away from the being and object. The friend
wet his pants and kept pulling on Peter.
Peter says that he was sure these were the same
type of beings he had observed in the sky as a kid,
and he wanted to make contact right then and there.
But as his friend became more panicky, so did Peter.
The being got within 20 meters of them. His friend
said: “He’s got a ray gun; let’s get out of here!” They
inadvertently dropped the Indian bust and started to
run.
Peter and his friend kept running until they came
to a road and waved down the first car that ap-
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proached. It turned out to be some of their friends.
They quickly explained what had just happened. Their
friends were skeptical and thought they must be drunk.
They could see the craft lift off and hover over
the ground from the car, with the stroboscopic blue
light pulsing every few seconds, silhouetting the craft.
After it was a distance over the ground, it started to
move and then shot off over the horizon instantly.
Peter insisted they be taken to a police station to
report the sighting. Peter explained that there were
official UFO reporting forms at local police stations
in those days.
Peter said they got to the nearest station before 1
AM, and there was stereotypical Bobby (British term
for policeman) drinking a cup of tea sitting at the front
desk. The Bobby asked them what was going on. Pete,
his friend, and the folks who picked them up were
all very excited. The Bobby said: “All right, everyone,
calm down. What’s going on?.” They explained what
they had seen, and he said: “Here, fill out this form.”
It was an official UFO reporting form.
Peter filled out the form, which he said asked
for all sorts of details about what had been observed.
(Back in the 1970’s the Ministry of Defense did indeed
have official UFO reporting forms at police stations
for witnesses to fill out.) They left the police station at
around 1 AM.
Having to work the next day, Peter went back to
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Manchester later that day; a few hours drive away.
According to Peter, his friend was so scared by the
event that he locked himself in his room and barred
the door with furniture for a week and only opened
the door to let his Mom bring him food and use the
bathroom.
Peter later went back to look for the Indian bust
where they had dropped it, but it was not there.
Peter arrived at work at 6 AM the following day
and at 6:15, fifteen minutes later, Peter received a
phone call. He asked who was calling.
“Never mind who I am. About that UFO you
saw last night, it was a weather balloon.”
Peter retorted into the phone, “That was not an
[expletive deleted] weather balloon.”
The voice on the phone said: “I’m telling you,
you saw a weather balloon. Now keep your mouth
shut.”
Pete said he responded: “What I saw last night
was no weather balloon,” and he slammed down the
phone.
The next day, at work again, Peter received a
letter. It purported to be from a local UFO research
organization. Now Peter explained to me that in those
days of the early 1970’s it took local mail a few days to
get across town. But this letter was unbelievably there
just a day after his sighting.
The letter said there would be a UFO conference
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the following week in his town and that he was
invited. He had to get permission from his boss to go,
and he did.
On the appointed date, Peter made his way across
Manchester to the address given in the letter. It turned
out to be a pub curiously enough. He asked the pub
owner if there was a UFO meeting there. The owner
said: ”I don’t know about that, but there are a group
of men downstairs.”
Peter went downstairs and tried to open the door
to a large room. It was locked. Then the door opened
and the man opening it said: “Come in, we’ve been
waiting for you.” As Peter described it, about thirty
men were seated around a table, all wearing the same
white uniform, like a lab coat. Peter said that every nationality was represented there, from every continent.
“It was like a meeting of the United Nations.”
Peter sat down and asked if this was the UFO
conference. The group leader responded: “We want
to hear about your sighting Peter.”
Peter was a bit disappointed, thinking he would
hear other peoples’ stories but proceeded to tell the
men about the object and the tall being that walked
towards him. The men periodically asked him questions, very particular ones. They asked him to draw
what he had seen. Peter said: “they wanted to know
about every blade of grass, every detail.”
This questioning went on for three hours. And at
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the end, the group leader finally said: “What you saw
was a weather balloon.”
They asked Peter for his drawings, and he was
then dismissed from the room. Everyone else stayed.
That was the last he heard about the event. It never
appeared in the local newspaper. And no one ever
contacted him again.
I’ve heard Peter tell this story about ten times with
the same emotion and tension, and it’s been consistent
each time. I have no doubt he believes in the account
he’s told me and others.
[Video available for this chapter.]
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Peter—witness to unexplained craft and humanoid occupant

Chapter
Eight—Louise:
Huckleberries,
Flying Disc, and US
Military Response
Louise Voves is a woman I met in North Idaho, a
friend of another witness in this book, Joy French,
who had an interest in UFOs after an encounter on
Mt. St. Helens that left her and a friend with several
hours of missing time (described in the next chapter).
I met Louise at Joy’s apartment once, and she told me
her story. I had a subsequent chance to interview her
at her bakery in Athol, ID, in October 2015. Louise
passed away due to complications from heart surgery
several months after the interview. She was in her
mid-80s.
Louise and her brother picked huckleberries once
a year. It was in the early 1970’s. The brother made
Huckleberry pies and jams for a living. So once a year,
they trekked out to a national forest near the town of
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Usk, Washington, and the Kalispel Indian Reservation,
just over the Idaho border. She told me this particular
spot had good huckleberries. The huckleberry species
Vaccinium is endemic to the Idaho and Montana area.
They were out there in late Summer at a known
“good spot.” A mother and her son were nearby, and
some other people were also picking huckleberries.
Suddenly, they heard the mother say: Look, what IS
that? and point up to the sky above them.
Above the pine trees in the area, they all saw what
Louise described as a tortoise shell, round on the top
and flat on the bottom with red, green, and yellowcolored lights all around where the two shells meet. It
was wobbling back and forth, basically just hovering
in the same spot, about thirty to forty feet across in
diameter. The mother and son panicked and started
to leave, saying they would get the police.
Louise and her brother watched the object for five
to seven minutes. It made a motion like a leaf swaying back and forth as it fell, though this object was
stationary. She said the disc suddenly dove towards
the ground at about a 45-degree angle and made a
whooshing sound. It moved away horizontally and
quickly just over the earth and went out of the area.
As it did the object pushed down all the meadow and
grasses in its path completely flattening them in a path
about 30 feet across or so for one-hundred feet in a
straight line.
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They weren’t sure what they had just seen. Louise
told me that they didn’t even have the word “UFO” in
their vocabulary. After the object had left, they went
back to picking Huckleberries.
The mother and son, who had been frightened
by the object, made their way down to the town of
Usk and visited the police station who had called the
sheriff, who in turn called the military. (Spokane has
been home to Fairchild Air Force Base since the 1940’s,
and it was a Strategic Air Command base in the 1970’s
at the time of Louise’s sighting.)
After what seemed like an hour later, a convoy
of U.S. Army trucks and tribal police from the nearby
Indian reservation showed up at the site where Louise
and her brother were. The military personnel dismounted from their vehicles and proceeded to ask
Louise and her brother a ton of questions about what
they had just seen. They wanted to see precisely where
the aerial vehicle went low to the ground and the
tracks it had made.
Louise then took the military guys to the track
of grasses that the object had flattened, and they
were highly interested, some of the soldiers following
the path into the distance. They said to her and
her brother: “Were you drinking?” No, they hadn’t
been drinking. They then asked Louise: “Did you see
anyone?” (Implying possible occupants of the flying
disc, perhaps.)
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Then they said: “You have to leave the area.”
Louise and her brother were seriously upset about this.
She told her friend Joy (featured in the next chapter)
that they were told not to talk about what she had seen
and may have even been asked to sign something to
that effect. As they left, they saw the military guys
getting out their equipment, what could perhaps be
radiation and soil-testing gear.
As Louis and her brother drove away, more military vehicles arrived at the scene, including troop
carriers.
They went back the next day, but now there was a
military jeep stationed a few miles from their huckleberry spot and “Kelly humps,” tank traps, freshly dug
into the road.
As they approached, the soldier in the jeep said:
“No one is allowed in the area; you’ll have to go
back.”
This meant that Louise and her brother wouldn’t
pick as many huckleberries that season, and they were
upset about that since her brother already had orders
to fulfill. They eventually found another Huckleberry
spot. Louise told her friend Joy, whose own strange
story is included below that the military told her never
to talk about what she had seen. A friend of Louise’
attempted to visit the same area a couple of days later
and was still not allowed in. Louise said she never saw
anything about this incident in the local newspapers
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or heard about it again.
At the end of our interview, Louise told me: You
know what you saw, and no one can tell you any
differently.
[Video available for this chapter.]

Louise Voves

Chapter
Ten—Retired UK
Police Officer Sees
Extremely Bright
Object and
“Spaceman”
In 2010, as part of my crop circle tour to the U.K., we
were able to organize a meeting of UFO witnesses in
Wales with the help of researcher and author Colin
Andrews. Our ten-person group drove out there one
day, a three-hour drive from the town of Marlborough
where our hotel was, along with Busty Taylor, a
private pilot, and early crop circle researcher.
A local researcher there had assembled three witnesses in a small meeting hall. The witnesses included
a local woman who had observed an incredibly bright,
pulsing light over her vehicle, a former aeronautics
engineer who saw an ascending luminous disc right
over a tree in his backyard, and a retired policeman
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who observed an unidentifiable “space being” as he
called it. It is the latter case I wish to expound on here.
The former “Bobby” (the British term for policeman) named Ken, who also had been a member of
the Royal Air Force, served in Bristol. He told us that
one night in 1976, his son had come running into
the house saying, “Dad, there’s a UFO outside, come
take a look.” When Ken got outside, he saw that all
the neighbors were looking at a strange orange light
coming in over the golf course. It was pulsing and
seemed very big. Even though the object was not far
away, a telescope had been set up, and Ken looked
through it: He said the thing was so bright it was
“blinding.” Ken was off-duty at the time, so when
people suggested he immediately investigate, he was
happy to decline. Then, the following day as he was
driving back from his shift at 6 a.m., he passed the
local agricultural college. He turned his head and saw
a very tall being in what looked like a spacesuit. Ken
said it was at least eight feet tall. Its back was to the
wall, and its hands were down and pressed to the wall.
He told us it was not human. He was so shocked he
kept driving back home and told his wife, “I’ve just
seen a Spaceman!”
She laughed at him most cynically. Yet later that
day, the BBC reported the following: a couple, Joyce
Bowles and Ted Pratt, were driving the previous night
through Chilcomb, near Winchester, when they saw
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an orange object in the air behind trees along the road.
Their car then went out of control and came to rest
on a verge by the side of the road. They could see a
cigar-shaped object with three beings in the cockpit
area. One of them came out, walked right out on
the road, and approached the car. He wore a “silvery
boilerplate” uniform and had a beard and sideburns.
He put his head in the window and looked right at
Joyce and then at Ted. He said things to them and
made references to fields and crop circles.
He then looked at their dashboard, and the car
started up again. Joyce reported that the headlights
were four times brighter than usual. The being began
to walk behind the car, and then all of a sudden, the
being and craft were gone.
The Daily Mail reported eight other sightings of
a similar-looking craft around the area that weekend
and one of “a strange man in a silvery suit.”
Joyce and Ted reported a subsequent encounter
a few weeks later with the same beings in the same
area, followed the next year by yet another meeting
by Joyce and a different neighbor, and finally by one
that Joyce had by herself. In each case, the beings had
messages for Joyce about humanity and the dangers of
pollution and warfare for the Earth and its population.
I have to say, listening to Joyce and her companion
talk about this incident during an interview, they seem
like typical residents of their area and quite sincere in
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their account of what happened to them.
The researcher Colin Andrews conveyed to me
how he and fellow researcher Pat Delgado visited the
site of the Bowles/Pratt encounter the following day
and saw the tire track marks veering off the road and
hedgerow exactly as the witnesses described.

Ken, a retired policeman in the UK who saw a ”Spaceman”

Chapter
Twenty—Jan: Father
Flew Roswell
Wreckage to Wright
Field
I was sitting in a Kosher Deli in Boulder, Colorado.
An informal talent show was about to begin, and a
sign-up sheet was being passed around for people who
wanted to perform a skit or musical act. A woman
next to me passed me the sheet, and I asked her if she
was going to do something for the show. Her response
was: “Have you ever heard about Roswell?”
I’ve never started a conversation this way before,
but it just so happened that I had heard a lecture
about the Roswell Crash of 1947 just a few days earlier,
by author Jim Marrs, near Greeley, Colorado. It was
the first time I had ever learned anything about the
incident. Marrs presented the case that what crashed
was not a weather or military balloon but something
much more extraordinary: a claim supported by many
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other authors and researchers and over 600 witnesses
but still denied by the Air Force.
So I told Jan about hearing the Jim Marrs lecture
and how I had never heard much about it before. Jan
then proceeded to tell me that her father had been a
pilot for the 509th bomb group and had been kept on
after World War II to fly missions over East Asia. Two
weeks before he died, he had called each of his four
daughters individually into his hospital room. He told
them that he had flown wreckage from the Roswell
crash in a circuitous route through Texas to what is
today known as Wright-Patterson Air Base in Ohio
(at the time, it was called Wright Field). He said it
had to be something exceedingly important as large
wooden crates full of material were guarded by an
armed guard with a sidearm on his leg throughout
the entire trip. As the flight stopped in Fort-Worth
first, the guard never left the crates except to use the
bathroom. The pilots of the plane were never allowed
near the crates.
Jan was of the personal opinion that the wreckage
was from an exceedingly special vehicle. Everything
her father told her was consistent with what she had
read in Philip Corso’s book, The Day After Roswell.
He told her he had been afraid to talk about it before
for fear that something would happen to his family in
retaliation.
I asked Jan if she could be a guest on my radio
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show which I was hosting at the time, and she said it
might be possible, but she would have to think about
it, not wanting to cause any distress to her sisters
about going public with her father’s story. I attempted
to follow up with Jan, but she never returned my
emails.
It turns out that I wasn’t the only one to talk
with Jan. Don Schmidt, the co-author of Witness to
Roswell: Unmasking the Government’s Biggest Coverup and Inside The Real Area 51: The Secret History
of Wright Patterson, when I asked him once about
whether he had met Jan, confirmed that he had. She
had told him the same story. She had come to the
Roswell Museum in New Mexico while he happened
to be there. He had found her to be very credible
because of the precise detail her father had relayed
to her. Don had lost track of her also and thought her
story to be of high importance as only a few pilots flew
Roswell wreckage out of the base and over to WrightPatterson.
There are plenty of good books written about
the Roswell incident, and readers are encouraged to
do their research. I’ll say that the highest-ranking
official ever to comment about Roswell was Brigadier
General Thomas Dubose, who spoke about the event
on camera in 1991. Dubose was an assistant to deputy
commander of Strategic Air Command at the Pentagon, General Clements McMullen, in charge of the
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Roswell event. Dubose is on record as saying that the
official Army story about the wreckage being from
a balloon was a cover story designed for the public.
His boss McMullen said to him: “This is more than
Top Secret, it’s beyond that. This is of the highest
priority, and you are never to say anything about
it.”

Brigadier General Thomas Dubose, assistant to General
Clements McMullan, Deputy Commander of Strategic Air Command

And another high-ranking official, General Arthur
Exon, who served at Wright Field in 1947 and later
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was its Base Commander in the 1960’s is on record as
saying:
“They knew they had something new in their
hands. The metal and material were unknown to
anyone I talked to . . . Everyone from the White
House on down knew that what we had found was
not of this world within 24 hours of our finding it .
. . Roswell was the recovery of a craft from space.”
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Brigadier General Arthur Exon, Wright-Patterson Air Force
Base Commander

